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READING PART 6: OPEN CLOZE GAPS FILL. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH            

ONE WORD 

 

Bungee Jumping (Unit 2) 

Extreme sports are thriving ______ the moment, especially for         

teenagers between the ages ______ 15 and 25. One of the most            

popular of these extreme sports is bungee jumping, or as it is            

______ written, bungy jumping. Its first appearance on record was          

on a small pacific island named Venualu. This out of this world            

activity involves jumping from a great height with ______ elastic          

cord tied to one’s ankles. What you might find surprising is the            

fact that it is relatively safe and there is suspected to be only 1              

fatality in every 500,000 jumps. This unbelievable safety record is          

due ______ the rigorous safety standards that operators        

rigorously conform to. The popularity of this sport is owed to its            

simplicity and thrill factor, as it is after all, an extreme sport. So, if              

you are thinking of giving bungee jumping a try, go through a            

professional organisation rather ______ an amateur. 
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Answers 

 

Bungee Jumping (Unit 2) 

Extreme sports are thriving at the moment, especially for         

teenagers between the ages of 15 and 25. One of the most            

popular of these extreme sports is bungee jumping, or as it is            

also written, bungy jumping. Its first appearance on record was          

on a small pacific island named Venualu. This out of this world            

activity involves jumping from a great height with an elastic cord           

tied to one’s ankles. What you might find surprising is the fact that             

it is relatively safe and there is suspected to be only 1 fatality in              

every 500,000 jumps. This unbelievable safety record is due to          

the rigorous safety standards that operators rigorously conform to.         

The popularity of this sport is owed to its simplicity and thrill            

factor, as it is after all, an extreme sport. So, if you are thinking of               

giving bungee jumping a try, go through a professional         

organisation rather than an amateur. 
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